
A new approach to good causes

We agreed in March (minute 12.18) to pilot a new approach to collecting for good 
causes. Needlemakers circle group chose Homelink as the good cause it wanted the 
meeting to support and this was agreed by Friends. 

During the appeal period of March and April 2018, members of the Needlemakers 
Circle group ran the appeal, collected funds for Homelink and raised awareness of 
the charity. Some specific actions were:

⦁ We agreed who would count donations each Sunday and who will verify the 
amount

⦁ We agreed who would speak to the good cause each Sunday

⦁ The sums raised have been recorded each week in a new A4 good causes 
record book. Each Sunday has an entry indicating the chosen good cause, the 
amount collected and who counted this money and who verified it

⦁ All the donations were collected by one person (David Martin) to be passed 
on to Homelink at the conclusion of the appeal. On some occasions cash was 
left with Lou and Chris until David could collect it

⦁ Homelink gift aid envelopes were provided to allow Friends to give in that 
way

⦁ Homelink confirmed that they could apply gift aid to all donations under £20 
if those are passed on in cash

⦁ A special appeal was made on April 15th “Soup Sunday”. Members of the 
circle group provided a basic bread and soup lunch for which Friends made 
generous donations

⦁ The Children’s Meeting was involved – they learned about Homelink and 
decorated biscuits which they sold to grown-ups in aid of Homelink

⦁ A speaker from Homelink came to meeting on one occasion to speak to the 
appeal

⦁ Articles about the appeal were put in the newsletter and website

⦁ More than £500 plus gift aid has been collected. The total will be announced 
in May when the appeal is concluded and all donations counted
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